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NEW QUESTION: 1
An administrator needs to create a network pool for
provisioning vApp networks, each of which must be isolated
within a dedicated VLAN.
Which two network pool types meet this requirement? (Choose
two.)
A. Internal organization network
B. Network isolation-backed
C. vSphere port group-backed
D. VLAN-backed
Answer: C,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
In the process of Setup SL Reporting, Monitoring Object check
(in the hierarchical tree structure), the following
customization options are available:
There are 3 correct answers to this question.
Response:
A. Option to show one year History (checkbox)
B. Don't show output as Graphic (checkbox)
C. Scaling Factor
D. Operator (to combine two key figures)
E. Output as Table (checkbox)
Answer: B,C,E
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NEW QUESTION: 4
You administer a Microsoft SQL Server 2012 database.
Users report that an application that accesses the database
displays an error, but the error does not provide meaningful
information. No entries are found in the SQL Server log or
Windows event logs related to the error.
You need to identify the root cause of the issue by retrieving
the error message.
What should you do?
A. Flag all stored procedures for recompilation by using
sp_recompile.
B. Create a SQL Profiler session to capture all ErrorLog and
EventLog events.
C. Execute sp_who.
D. Create an Extended Events session by using the
sqlserver.error_reported event.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Event sqlserver.error_reported: This event gets fired every
time that an error happens in the server.
References:
https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/extended_events/2010/04/14/int
roduction-to-extended- events/
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